OVER 90% OF TEENS PLAY VIDEO GAMES

Playing video games is a common hobby. Popular video games include massively multiplayer online role playing games (MMORPGs), shooter games, strategy games, and fantasy sports.

ON AVERAGE, TEENS PLAY VIDEO GAMES FOR 12 HOURS A WEEK.

Most video games are free or require a subscription to play. Winning usually does not involve financial gain, but people can gamble on outcomes of video games. In particular, fantasy football players develop teams online and bet on performances. If money is risked, gambling problems may also develop.

1%-5% OF YOUTH DEVELOP PROBLEMS WITH VIDEO GAMES

**SIGNS OF GAMING PROBLEMS**

- Thinking about games even when involved in other activities, like when at school.
- Needing to play games more often or for longer periods to feel satisfied from gaming.
- Unable to stop or reduce gaming. Anger, depression, or anxiety when gaming is not possible for long periods.
- Gaming to get away from bad moods or real life problems.
- Losing interests in other activities.
- Continuing to game even after problems (at school or with family or friends) developed from it.
- Lying repeatedly about gaming.
- Risking or losing a friendship or opportunity at school or work because of gaming.

**HOW CAN YOU HELP SOMEONE WITH GAMING PROBLEMS?**

**TALK WITH THEM ABOUT IT!**

Encourage other recreational activities, remove electronics from bedrooms, limit and monitor electronic use daily. Gaming should only occur after other responsibilities are completed such as chores and homework and should stop one hour before bed time.

For more information, please visit: **www.ct.gov/dmhas/pgs**
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